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NBIC
Nanotechnology
Biotechnology

Information Technology 
Cognitive Science

(Roco & Bainbridge, 2004)

New Technologies?

• Technical innovations → new opportunities for research

• Convergence between previously separated fields



How does Technology Affects Child Development?

The Dark Side The Light Side

• Lowers the Attentional Span

• Reduces Self-Regulation

• Increases Aggressivity*

• Reduces Physical Activity

• Limits Interpersonal Interactions

• Affects Emotional Development

• Improves Visual-Spatial Skills

• Improves Multi-Tasking Skills

• Aids Learning

• Useful for Evaluating and 
Training the Cognitive Skills

*The evidences are still controversial (APA, 2020) 



The Light Side: New Technologies for Enhanced  Learning

Virtual Reality 

PCs

Tablets/Smartphones

Users: Students
• Promote the Engagement to the 

Learning Process
(Serious Games)

• Promote a Learn-by-Doing Approach

Users: Teachers
• Optimize the Evaluation Procedures

(Electronic School Register)
• Common Platform for Sharing the 

Educational Material
(Cloud Computing)

(0-2 Years Old)

(2-6 Years Old)

(6-12 Years Old)

Hardware/Software

However, these tools can be also useful when there are signs of impaired learning 



New Technologies for Cognitive Assessment during Childhood

Cognitive assessments are used in 
school settings to assess a child’s level 

of overall cognitive ability, learning 
capacity and identify their cognitive 

strengths and weaknesses

During her/his work, a 
teacher notices that a student 
is showing difficulties during 
some educational activities

There is a suspect for the 
presence of 

cognitive/behavioral 
difficulties

Attention Deficit and 
Hyperactivity Disorder 

(ADHD)

Autism
(ASD)

Traditional Assessment
Paper-and-Pencil tasks for assessing 

different cognitive domains

Technology-Based Assessment
Engaging tasks usually delivered using a 

gamified approach 
(tablets and videogames)

! Cognitive assessment could be valuable also for children  who do not shows difficulties



New Technologies for Cognitive Assessment during Childhood

Serious Games for Cognitive Assessment
“Serious games are games or applications 

which are developed not only for fun, but to 
engage users into an activity →meaningful 

measures of cognitive functioning”

(Zheng et al., 2021)



New Technologies for Cognitive Assessment during Childhood
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New Technologies for Cognitive Assessment during Childhood

Target Users: 7-18 Years Old Students



New Technologies for Cognitive Assessment during Childhood

Introduction
• ASD is a social and emotional 

disorder

• Early motor disturbances are the 
main biomarker for the early 

detection of the disorder

• Serious games are an attractive 
and valid paradigm for the 

assessment

Methods and Analysis
• Three groups: ASD-OND-TD

(Age: 2-6 Years Old)

• iPad application (Play.Care) 
including two Serious Games

• Data coming from the touch 
screen and triaxial sensors are 

analyzed by a machine-learning 
algorithm 

Results and Conclusions
• Data collection is still ongoing

• Data coming from a pilot study 
(n=82) are reported

• Play.Care assessment 
demonstrated a sensitivity and 

specificity of 83% and 85%, 
respectively



New Technologies for Cognitive Assessment during Childhood

Introduction
• ADHD core symptoms: inattention, 

hyperactivity and impulsivity

• Diagnosis relies on interviews, self-
reports and rating scales 

(subjective)

• VR advantages: objective and 
ecologically valid measures of 
cognitive functioning/higher 

engagement

Methods and Analysis
• Two groups: ADHD-Controls

(Age: 6-18 Years Old)

• VR-headset application including 
three tests (visual attention and 

executive functions)

• VR measures of performance 
were correlated with traditional 
questionnaires and attentional 

tests

Results and Conclusions
• Significant positive correlation 

between VR measures and ADHD 
indexes collected with 

questionnaires

• VR measures were significatively 
correlated with neuropsychological 

measures of attention

• Further studies are needed to 
confirm and extend the results



New Technologies for Cognitive Training during Childhood

Serious Games for Cognitive Training
“Serious games are games or applications 

which are developed not only for fun, but to 
engage users into an activity → better 

compliance to the training procedures”



New Technologies for Cognitive Training during Childhood

Introduction
• Brain Training is a program or activity 

which purports to improve a cognitive 
ability or general capacity by repeating 
certain cognitive tasks over a period of 

time

• Transfer: benefits in near (target 
cognitive domain) and far (other 

cognitive domains) tasks 

• Neuroplasticity: structural/functional 
changes in the brain after the 

repeated practice of a certain activity

• BT are available widely as commercial 
products? But are they valid?

Methods and Analysis
• Systematic review of the literature

• The resulting pool includes 70 
articles

• 1st Group: products supported by 
neuroscience research

(neuroimaging or EEG evidences of 
induced neuroplasticity)

• 2nd Group: products derived from 
experimental and quasi-

experimental trials
(psychometric measures to evaluate 

program impact)

Results and Conclusions
• Only a few BT products that are 

commercially available have 
empirical data that support 
evidence of neuroplasticity

• Far Transfer: more encouraging 
for the clinical population than for 

typically-developing children

• Overall, few independent studies 
have found far transfer and long-

term effects



New Technologies for Cognitive Training during Childhood

COGMED
• Efficacy supported by 

neuroscientific evidences 
(fMRI-EEG-DNA genotype)

• Correlation between neuroplastic 
changes and cognitive 

performance

• Focused on working memory 
training 

• Evidences coming from typically 
developed and ADHD children 



New Technologies for Cognitive Training during Childhood

Introduction
• Computerized learning procedures 

include clearly defined tasks and avoid 
unnecessary sensory stimulation  

• Those aspects are crucial for training 
essential skills for ASD individuals →
but different technologies are used

• Emerging or established paradigms?

Methods and Analysis
• Systematic review and meta-

analysis

• Assessment of the efficacy of 
technology-based training for ASD

• Identifying the different 
technologies used for the training 

paradigms

Results and Conclusions
• The mean effect size  approached 

the medium magnitude (d=0.47)

• This result supports the use of 
technology-based interventions for 

individual with ASD

• The improvement affects a wide 
range of different skills

Improved Skills
Social

(Facial emotion recognition)

Cognitive
(Executive Functions)



Technology-Based Cognitive Assessment and Training: Opportunities

Technology-Based Assessment Technology-Based Training

Opportunities
• Engaging procedures → fewer drop-outs, more 

meaningful measures of cognitive functioning

• Higher ecological validity → better prognostic 
indexes (specific for virtual reality)

• Standardized and objective collection of 
performance measures

• More advanced data collection (e.g., heatmaps)

• Administrable also from non-experts

Opportunities
• Engaging procedures → fewer drop-outs, 
better compliance to the training procedures, 
higher retention of the acquired information

• Safe and controlled context with no risks 
deriving from the errors

• Adaptive responses based on individual 
performance

• Real-time feedbacks both for the users and for 
the professionals 

• Enhanced accessibility and cost-effectiveness



Technology-Based Cognitive Assessment and Training: Risks

Technology-Based Assessment Technology-Based Training

Risks

• The development is still very time-consuming, 
and the implementation can be complex  

• Might be not appropriate for all situations
(e.g., very impaired children)

• Easily addictive and their prolonged use can 
induce side effects 

(e.g., eyestrain, motion sickness)

• Must not be taken as entire substitutes of the 
traditional methods

(e.g., therapist-patient relationship is still crucial)
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